3D Paper House
Middle Primary / Secondary

LESSON PLAN
3D Paper House
TITLE:
YEAR LEVELS: Middle Primary / Secondary
TIME FRAME: 2 X 1 Hour lessons

LEARNING GOALS
Develop 3D paper skills
Learn techniques in creating texture and detail with line

ACTIVITY BREAKDOWN
Lesson 1
Students explore different types of architecture from around the world. Discuss the different
materials the houses are made of, the shapes and how they would compare the styles.
Practice drawing some of the textures in the houses, how would you create wood tones, brick work
or rough surfaces by only using line.
Draft several different designs for the front of a house.
Lesson 2

SKILLS
In this lesson students will create 3D house out of paper.
They will use paper skills to fold and cut the paper to make
a "net" for the house. They will develop drawing skills by
creating details and textures to represent different styles
of houses on the paper net and then join it together to
stand it up.

MATERIALS
Cartridge paper
Black marker / fine liner
Scissors
Tape
Stanley knife (optional)
Cutting mat (optional)

Supporting teachers in creative education

Students create the paper net for their house by folding a piece of cartridge into 4's. Draw the roof
shapes and cut them out. Students can then use a black marker to draw the details of their house on
each side. Students can then use a stanley knife to cut out some of the details into their house such
as windows and doors to enhance the 3D element.

REFLECTION / EXTENSION
Reflection: Reflect on ways that this project could be displayed as a collaborative piece. Analyse
each other's artworks and discuss the different styles and elements that can be seen.
Extension: Students can extend their work by adding colour to their house with pencil. Students can
also extend the project by creating multiple houses incorporating different shapes, different scales
and different styles.

